A short summary of the event

The Fifth International Symposium on the Poetics of Science Fiction at Tel-Aviv University

In/Out: Forms of Space in Science Fiction

18-19 March 2018

For the fifth year, the international symposium of the ecomics of science fiction took place at the University, organized by the students and faculty of the department of English and American Studies with the generous support of the School of Cultural Studies. The symposium was a standing success. For the first time, we had an internationally renowned plenary speaker: Prof. Susan Kimbrough of Royal Holloway, University of London. Kimbrough is a world-class scholar of science fiction and an inspiring speaker. The three-day symposium featured a number of international speakers from Australia, the UK, India, the US, along with Israeli scholars in both young and established. The topic was debated on and away of subjects from the meaning of humanity to the
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